LITTLE FRIENDS FOR PEACE TALENT SHOW
AND FUND-RAISING DINNER –
YOUNG PEACE MAKERS SPREAD THE WORD OF PEACE
THROUGH THEIR CREATIVE ARTISTRY

BUS BOYS AND POETS WAS HOME TO AN EVENING
PACKED FULL OF YOUNG TALENTS

Little friends for Peace has successfully completed yet another fundraising dinner on June 5th
2016 at the renowned Bus Boys and Poets venue in DC. Little Friends for Peace, a “nonprofit
organization that empowers children and adults to solve problems nonviolently, build
relationships through compassion and empathy, and create a culture of peace” attracted
peacemakers and supporters to a packed-full hall.

What a fitting venue it was to host a peace talent show like the BusBoys and Poets, a place
celebrated for its history of ‘bringing together a community that transcends racial barriers and
encourages multi-cultural and racial interconnections to uplift the human spirit as well as to feed
the mind with positive things’.

It was at this space that Little Friends for Peace attracted a bevy of young talents who took to the
stage to perform in a scintillating display of artistic talents that bespoke peace,
interconnectedness, courage, intercultural dialogue and non-violence that will help make a

positive transformation in the communities and spread around our world.

Within a time-frame of two hours, the young artists enthralled the audience from various artistic
genres and performances that amplified messages of hope, peace, tolerance, understanding, love
and lit the small hall of BusBoys and Poets and made the attendants reflect on the very essence
and importance of peace.

There were various performing young artist such as violinist, ballerinas, Guitarists to poets, to
group performing teenage artists all of whom regaled the audience with a steady flow of rhythms
and an impressive, colorful performing arts. We saw the group of performances done by African
American teenagers, adorned in fine traditional Indo-African costumes, to young activist whose
lives have been transformed through peace. The talent evening impressed the minds of attendees
to rethink and reflect our everyday life to be peaceful.

Young professionals such as university graduates also played a great role in the evenings events
as well as in the on-going growth of the organization. From performing arts and music to
photographers and organizers of camps, the LFFP evening was graced by these steady flow of
active interns, volunteers and staff whose enthusiasm made the program a success. LFFP MJ
Park seized the opportunity to make a laudable recognition of these young peace leaders and
volunteers which showed how these young peace movers have positioned themselves to peace
promotion and youthful activism, and their creativity have been the engine that drove the
evening’s success and helped in the overall success of the organization’s activities.
It was empowering to hear from the testimonies of organizational leaders who shared their longstanding partnership with LFFP. They expressed with great delight the enormous benefits of the
partnership in promoting peace and intercultural values.
The BusBoys and Poet restaurant with it’s diverse and succulent menu food and drinks served
also reflects the diversity of visitors whose voices din through the doors of the hall. As we had
dinner, we could hear the faint buzz that comes from the chatter of visitors to BusBoys and Poets
and the clatter of plates, spoons and knives that collide with voices of love, peace, prose and
politics. At BusBoys and Poets, I am again reminded of the famous quote from Mario Cuomo,
“You campaign in poetry, you govern in prose”. I think the young artist performing at LFFP
talent evening may have gone a step further to ‘campaign in peace and govern with artistry’

Before the show, I gazed longingly at the diversity of paintings and artworks on the walls which
depicts the iconic figures of civil rights activists and leaders of peace and political change and
those visual illustrations and arts brings glaring recognition of some of those unique voices that

have resonated and sacrificed for bridging the gap between races and cultures. This brings me
back to the very principles that LFP stands for as well as the BusBoys and Poets.
In an era when it has become disturbingly fashionable to hear about violence just close to our
homes and communities, that two hours or so spent at the BusBoys and Poets LFFP fund-raising
evening provided a soothing and assuaging alternative to violence and hate, to a breath of air and
the ambiance of peace that attendees equally felt and enjoyed. The young burgeoning artist and
their raw talent and energy exerted for peace will be remembered and their message will spread
wide and I also hope these messages of peace will become irresistible to many beyond the
confines of the BusBoys and Poets walls.
The audience were also glued to an activity of a fund-raiser raffle draw that marked the climax of
the event. The raffle draw which saw many happily receiving prizes from the draw, added to the
warmth and also helped to animate the event.

I was pleased to stand on the rostrum of BusBoys and Poems to share at the talent show two of
my poems ‘In Readiness for Peace’ and ‘My Teenages’ from my published anthology of poems
‘The Peace Pole’ - on war, peace Ebola and Hope.

It was such a delight
to again chat and
share peaceful
moments with peace
friend Joyce.
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